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Objective: By using interference patterns from a double exposed holographic plate, determine minute amounts
of expansion of an object changing temperature.

Materials and Method: First, construct and test a vibration free environment in which to conduct holography.
Then, after heating a pyrex beaker, place it in the vibration-free apparatus and take a first exposure.  Wait for a
designated amount of time and then take a second exposure of the beaker.  From the constructive and
destructive interference lines that take place, measure the amount of contraction that took placed by interpreting
the pattern in wavelengths.  

Results: The holographic plates made to date show definite evidence of movement happening with the beaker
after being heating and then allowed to cool.  The varying patterns observed so far suggest that the beaker does
not always contract symmetrically.   

Discussion: Quantifying the results proves challenging, but analysis work is still being done in order to find a
clear relationship between the lines, temperature change, and the amount of expansion.   It may be possible to
use this method of measuring small amounts of change to determine the coefficient of expansion for a solid
material.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

By using interference patterns from a double exposed holographic plate, determine minute amounts of
expansion of an object changing temperature.
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